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 Craiglockhart Primary School 

 Craiglockhart Parent Council Minutes 
 

  Meeting held in the school on 14
th

 September 2016 

 

 

1. Present:, Gareth Oakley (C); Tom Bruce; Sibaji Dey Choudhury, Katie Hardie; Tara 

Hargreaves; Derek Law; Helen Miller; Catherine Pearce; Seona Skulina, Mark Taylor, 

Tracey Thomson 

 

Apologies: Lizzie Sosenko, Andrew Burns, Emma McCallum, Jennie Climie 

 

2. Head Teacher’s Report 

 

School Vision 
Derek reported on pupil engagement in “visioning” – see attached report, tabled by Derek. A key 

development is the launch of the Pupil Parliament, which replaces the previous pupil 

committees. This terms themes / tasks have been identified as  

 (1) Positive behaviour programme (alongside Golden Time refresh), and 

 (2) Green Flag. 

 

Tom requested that thanks be minuted to Kendal for significant efforts over some years (against 

an at times moving target!) which have led to this happy outcome. 

 

French 
The topic of language provision will form subject of CAT session in February. With no current 

specialist French teacher, a wider number of staff are now involved in delivery. The purpose of 

the February session will be to review delivery and consider how best to take this forward. With 

the ongoing [1+2] initiative this also means introduction of Mandarin to later year groups.  

 

Katie noted that French did not feel embedded into the curriculum and that this therefore limits 

enthusiasm among pupils. Tom noted that no French homework had ever been set in his 

experience, and that the subject is taught ‘from the beginning’ at (Firrhill) High School. 

Catherine suggested that native French speaking parents/carers be sought and approached re 

volunteering for additional support / input. 

 

Maths 
Tracey described the SEAL numeracy and mental maths programme for P1 and P2. 

 

Sharing learning with parents 

While welcoming the earlier parent-teacher consultations, Tom noted with sadness the demise of 

the drop-in sessions. Derek explained that these had become unworkable due to some 

parents/carers mis-using the event for detailed discussion with teachers. Tom urged the return of 

some sessions, perhaps accompanied by clear(er) reminders to parents/carers on the nature and 

purpose of the event. Katie questioned the absence of consultation on the decision to abandon 
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drop-ins. Helen noted that parents/carers could volunteer as classroom helpers. 

 

It was noted that parents/carers can arrange a meeting with class teachers by contacting the 

School Office in the first instance.  

 

However, the lack of drop-in sessions does limit the more informal capacity to get to know class 

teachers and have child-led snapshots of what each class has been up to. 

 

On-line learning journals 
Tracey gave a commentary to accompany the feedback data (tabled at the meeting; attached 

here). There were a total of 82 questionnaire responses; two of which included general 

commentary rather than completing all of the questions. 

 

She noted that the allocated “hourage” for these had, by agreement, been raised above the 

previous 40 hours allocated to the annual “report cards”.  

 

In response to the questionnaire, for May 2017, an additional sheet will be introduced to 

summarise, for each child, their levels and scores for effort, punctuality, homework etc. Katie 

expressed concern that children’s vision of progress could be lost. Tracey responded that teachers 

are going to explore ways to involve the children more with their learning journals.  

 

A headline criticism identified from the questionnaire was a sense of entries being generic. 

Tracey was keen to explore with colleagues how this can be addressed. Katie noted that the 

website could be a more appropriate home for generic pictures of class activities. 

 

Classes 
P1/2: Seona asked that gratitude be minuted to Tracey for her huge input to getting the P1/2 

composite class off to such a good start. 

 

P6b: Applicants for the vacant post were being shortlisted at the time of the meeting. Tom 

expressed concern that the timescale for appointment was therefore likely to be tight-to-

impossible for a new start immediately post-October break, which could have the result of P6b 

having a third teacher.  

 

Since the meeting. Mrs Lynn McKie has been appointed, and will take up post in early November. 

Mr Huggard will look after the class for 2-3 weeks post-October break. 

 

ParentPay 

This nationwide on-line payment system is due for roll-out to first Edinburgh schools after the 

October break. Catherine enquired whether this could also be used for PA activities. Gareth 

agreed the desirability of this and thought that this could be a possibility. Katie enquired whether, 

like WisePay (used by Firrhill HS), ParentPay also took over the electronic communications with 

parents (i.e. included the ParentMail function)?  

 

ACTION: Derek to explore whether this is going to be the case. 
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Tom expressed the PC’s gratitude to Derek for the comprehensive report. 

 

3. Chair’s business 

 

South-West Locality Meeting:  

 

This is the quarterly meeting held for Parent Council representatives of High Schools and 

Primary Schools within the South West Locality.  

 

Gareth reported on principal issues discussed: 

 

ParentPay - (see above). The scheme is to be rolled out across the present session such that 

all Schools will have access to the system by June 2017 at the latest. It is a long standing 

project that has the full support of the City Council. They therefore hope to complete the roll 

out as soon as possible. 

 

CEC Director of Communities and Families Update –  

 

PPP1 schools buildings issues: all affected schools operational again. CEC has launched an 

independent enquiry headed by John Cole CBE. It is anticipated that the enquiry will be 

completed by the end of the year. The terms of reference are to look at what went wrong 

with the Schools and what wider lessons there are both for Edinburgh and across Scotland. 

 

Exam Results: The SQA Exam results show another positive year for Edinburgh students. 

The broad picture is of sustained and improved performance across all candidates in the S4, 

S5 and S6 groups. A particular strength is the attainment of pupils by the end of S5 and S6 

where strong levels of attainment have either been maintained or improved at all stages. 

 

Catchment fraud: CEC is taking this very seriously, with action against 24 families taken 

during the 2015/16 cycle, resulting in the withdrawal of placements for the 2016/17 session. 

This included places in Primary Schools as well as High Schools, where false statements 

were shown to have been made by parents/carers. 

 

Portobello High School: The new High School will open to pupils on 26
th

 October. It will be 

the largest High School site in the city with space for 1,400 pupils. Facilities include indoor 

and outdoor sports facilities that enable all curricular PE to be delivered on site. 

 

National Parent Forum for Scotland: The National Parent Forum is assisting the Scottish 

Government in its call for evidence regarding the Scottish Schools Parential Involvement 

Act 2006. It is seeking views of both individual parents/carers and Parent Councils in 

respect of the role, successes and limitations of Parent Councils as part of wider parental 

engagement in the life of schools. 

 

ACTION: Gareth to send link to questionnaires via Parentmail 

 

CCwP: Gareth will represent SW Locality at forthcoming 6
th

 October meeting.  
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PC AGM: Gareth sought suggestions for keynote speaker. 

 

ACTION: All consider possible AGM keynote 

 

 

4. Finance 

 

Tara reported that PC had received its annual CEC block grant of £1329. As in recent years, 

c.£650 of this would form the PC contribution to ParentMail. 

 

5. AOCB 

 

Magazine subscriptions. Lizzie suggested that the PC support School subscriptions to 

education, high quality periodicals / magazines such as Aquilla (https://www.aquila.co.uk). 

The meeting agreed that this was an excellent idea, but should be passed to the PA. 

 

Playground perimeter / emissions: Catherine recollected media coverage of a study into 

the effectiveness of hedges in reducing pollutant transport from roadside into playgrounds. 

Gareth noted the CEC statutory requirement for monitoring of air quality throughout the 

city, and an associated requirement to act / mitigate in areas found to be in excess of limits. 

Ashley Terrace is not identified as being in such an area at present. 

 

Inclusion of hedges or trees in the re-development of the playground area can be revisited 

once the outcome of the present City Council review of playground redevelopments across 

the City is complete. 

 

Music: Sibaji raised the topic of Music provision, and wanting more information about 

music tuition and extra-curricular opportunities. 

 

ACTION: Gareth to email summary of music provision options separately. 

 

 

6. Date of next meetings 

 

Wednesday 27
th

 October 2016, 19:00 

 

Subsequent meetings will be held on: 

 

 28
th

 November (joint meeting with PA) 

 AGM on 1
st
, 7

th
 or 8

th
 February 

 27
th

 February (joint meeting with PA) 

 25
th

 April 

 12
th

 June (joint meeting with PA) 

 

https://www.aquila.co.uk/

